Date: 6/6/2018  
Author: Matthew Cordova  
Project: MC5749R1  
Architecture and Planning  
Albuquerque, NM 87106  
CONTRACTOR: Tlc/Jesus  
PHONE#: 505-761-9696  
WORK ORDER#: Email  

Note: Adjustments To Signs Spacing & Channelization Devices, For Vertical & Horizontal Curves, Side Roads & Driveways Shall Be In Field.  
All Advanced Warning Signs Should Be Double Indicated When Feasible  

Comments:  
PLANS NOT TO SCALE  
NO MPH POSTED SPEED LIMIT  
FIELD ADJUSTMENTS OF TRAFFIC CONTROL MAY BE NECESSARY TO ACCOMMODATE SCOPE OF WORK  

= Work Zone  
= Center Lane Vertical Panels  
= Vertical Panels Or Barrels  
= Or = Arrow Board